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!!!WARNING!!! 

YOU SHOULD HAVE A GOOD UNDERSTANDING OF THE ENTIRE SYSTEM AND ITS 

MECHANICAL COMPONENTS BEFORE CHANGING ANY SETPOINTS.  IN ORDER TO 

REMAIN FLEXIBLE THERE ARE VERY FEW SOFTWARE RESTRICTIONS FOR 

SETPOINTS AND ONE MUST BE AWARE THAT CHANGING THESE SET POINTS 

COULD HAVE CATISTROPHIC EFFECTS. 
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1) System Overview 

APPLICATION and OVERVIEW 

 
The FLEXETER or FLEX panel in its very nature is completely flexible.  We can program it to control 

virtually anything.  In this manual we describe the programs we have developed to control Building 

Systems.  Not all buildings are the same.  

This manual includes all of the programs developed for Building systems, however only some of them 

may be applicable to your application. 

Upon installation or ordering the FLEX control panel we will add and remove the systems to fit your 

needs.  If none of the systems already developed fit then we can customize a program that will work. 

 

Program Basic Navigation 

Screen Jump Buttons 
These buttons navigate you through the different screens in the program.  Below are some examples. 

 

 

 

Status Indicators 
Some screens have light indicators to give instant feedback on the status of different program functions.  

A red light indicates the equipment is off and a green light indicates the equipment is running.  In the 

case of the SNOW indicator, a red light means no snow has been detected and a green light means snow 

has been detected. 

 

 

 

BUTTONS and Switches 
Buttons control ON/OFF functions.  Sometimes they can be toggle swithes and other times they can be 

momentary buttons. 
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Temperature/value Indicators 
Gauges, Bar Graphs and Numerical indicators show what’s happening in the system(s) and program.  

You cannot change these values. 

 

 

Editable Numerical Set points 
These are system set points that can be changed.  As long as you have permissions to do so.  When you 

press these values a keypad will pop up where you can enter a new value. 

 

 

 

LOGIN/Security 

 

Typically the button below is located on the Main or Home screen.  Some of the pages and/or set points 

in the program may be password protected.  If you get an “ACCESS DENIED” message then this is the 

case.   

Navigate to the screen with the LOGIN button and enter your user name and password. 

DEFAULT Username = set 

DEFAULT Password = 1074 
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2) HOME SCREEN 
 

This is the main screen for the controls program.  

All functions of the program can be navigated to 

from here.  This screen can be navigated back to 

by pressing the “HOME” button on any other 

screen in the program.   

The PLC will revert back to this screen in the event 

of a power-loss. 

If your building does not control some of item 

here, for example the MUA, then the screen jump 

button will be removed. 
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3) Heat Pump Loop 
This control sequence is meant as an equivalent for the old Exeter System.  It is used in buildings with 

Heat Pumps as the main climate controls. 

Stages 

 

 

Displayed at the top of the screen is the Active Stages indicator.  This text field will display what 

heat/cool stage is currently active.  In instances where no stage is active the text field will display 

“None”.  The text field will also indicate if an error has occurred and the system is put into shutdown.  

Pump Lights 

 

 These pump lights indicate which pump is active.  Red represents an off state and 

green represents an on state.  They are scheduled on a lead/lag system so that one 

pump will be running for 7 days and then the other one runs for 7 days. 

 

 

Flow Light 

The flow light indicates that the flow switch has closed due to a flow of water from 

one of the pumps.  If one of the pumps is energized but the flow switch doesn’t close 

within 9 seconds, there is something wrong with the pump.  In this case the lagging 

pump will automatically start.  In order to attempt to start the trouble pump the 

Pump Reset button will need to be pressed.  More information about this is in the Pump Control section. 
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Temperature Gauges 

This temperature indicator represents the temperature read 

from the return thermistor.  Also on display are the Cool 

Stage 1 and Heat Stage 1 set points.  When the loop 

temperature reaches one of these set points the appropriate 

stage of control will initiate (once the pre-determined ON-

delay concludes, more below).  If the return water 

temperature gets below the heat set point, heat stage 1 will 

activate.  If the water temp rises above the cool set point, the 

cool stage 1 will activate.   

Indicators on the temperature gauge are indicated as follows: 

Actual Return Temp = Black, Actual temperature of the water returning from the system. 

Heat 1 Set Point = Orange, when actual temp is less than this set point HEAT 1 will come on. 

Heat 2 Set Point = Red, when actual temp is less than this set point HEAT 2 will come on. 

*When actual temp is between Heat 1 Set point and Cool 1 set point the system is satisfied* 

Cool 1 Set Point = Light Blue, when actual temp is greater than this set point COOL 1 will come on. 

Cool 2 Set Point = Blue, when actual temp is greater than this set point COOL 2 will come on. 

Cool 3 Set Point = Dark Blue, when actual temp is greater than this set point COOL 3 will come on. 

Help Button 

 

Pressing this button will navigate you to the help screen.  On this screen 

you will find the name of our company as well as our phone number and 

after hours phone numbers.     Also access to the Celsius to Fahrenheit converter. 

Home Screen Jump 

The Home button will take you back to the Main Menu 
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Edit Set Points Jump Screen Button 

 

The “Edit Set points” screen jump button is located on the Heat Pump 

Screen.  

 

Heat Pump - Edit Set Points Selection Screen 

 

Access will be granted to the Edit Set points screen 

once the correct password is entered.  This screen can 

be thought of as the Main Menu of all the adjustable 

settings the program has to offer. 

 

 

 

 

 

Changing Temperature Set points for Heating and Cooling Stages 
Once access has been granted to the change set point screen, you can edit 

the water heat and cool set points.  The set points are buttons and have 

some fading around the parameter, indicating that they are editable.  To 

edit these set points, press the set point button.  A number pad pops up, 

enter the appropriate set point and press enter. 

The Heat Set Points determine when the heat stages energize.  If Heat Stage 1 has a set point of 60 

degrees C, Heat Stage 1 will energize when the sensed water temperature drops below this set point.  If 

Heat Stage 2 is 55 degrees C, Heat Stage 2 and Heat Stage 1 will be energized when the sensed water 

temperature drops below 55 degrees C. 

The Cool Set Points operate in a similar way as the Heat Set Points.  When the sensed water 

temperature rises above a Cool Set Point the correlating stage will energize.  A further rise in 

temperature passed the next set point will energize the next stage of cooling as well. 

An example of set points could look like the following: 

Cooling Stage 3 – 90 degrees F 

Cooling Stage 2 – 85 degrees F 

Cooling Stage 1 – 80 degrees F 
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Heating Stage 1 – 70 degrees F 

Heating Stage 2 – 64 degrees F 

Saving Temperature Set points and Reverting Back to Saved Set points 
 

Once new set points have been entered they can 

be saved by pressing the “Save As Default” button at the 

bottom of the screen.   If a set point is changed 

accidentally, pressing the “Revert” button will change all 

staging set points back to what is saved as default.  The 

set points will also revert back to what is saved in the case of a system reboot.  This Save and Revert 

system can be found on the Alarm Set point screen as well, more below. 

 

Setting ON-Delay for the System Stages 
 

Both Heating and Cooling have an ON-Delay timer that counts down before a 

stage is initiated.  The default for these timers is 4 seconds.  Ex. If the Cool 1 

stage set point is 100 degrees F the loop temperature must be over that cool 

set point temperature for 4 seconds before the Cool Stage 1 will energize. 

The purpose of this is because the temperature of the water will tend to fluctuate up and down.  

Without the utilisation of an ON-Delay, the stage coil would energize and de-energize a couple times a 

second along with this water temperature fluctuation.  This is not good for the health and longevity of 

the equipment. 

Setting OFF-Delay for System Stages 
 

The OFF-Delay is similar to the ON-Delay except this is the amount of time the 

stage will stay energized after the stage set point has been satisfied. 

 

If the OFF-Delay is 20 seconds, and the Cool 1 set point is 100 degrees F, Cool 1 will remain on for 20 

seconds after the water temperature has dropped below 100 degrees F. 

The purpose of this is to ensure the system runs in an efficient manner.  To prevent the stages from 

unnecessarily turning on and off frequently, this OFF-Delay allows the stage to remain on to adjust the 

water temperature a little further passed the specific set point. 
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Alarm Set points 

 

 Alarm Silence Timer 
The Silence button appears whenever an Alarm is present.  The amount of time 

the alarm can be silenced is configurable from this Set Point Edit screen.  The 

timer is read in seconds, so an allowed silence time of 1 hour would require the 

operator to enter the number 3600.  Being that there are 3600 seconds in an 

hour. 

 

Programmed Alarm Set points 
 

If the return water rises above the High Temp set point the High Temp 

Alarm will sound.  This alarm will disable the Heat Stages of the system. 

 

If the return water temperature drops below the Low Temp set point the 

Low Temp Alarm will sound.  This alarm will disable the Cooling stages of the 

system. 

Alarms will be displayed in an Alarm Text Field that appears when a trouble 

is found.  All protective measures will be returned as normal once the 

corresponding alarm has cleared. 

 

The Max Temp Differential is the maximum allowable difference in temperature between the 

supply and return temperature sensors.  If the Max Temp Diff is set at 30 degrees C this means 

the return temperature can never be 30 degrees C above or below what the supply temperature 

is.  In the event that this alarm is tripped the Alarm Text Field will indicate what the problem is 

and all stages will go into shutdown.   
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4) Pump Control 

 

 Lead/Lag Toggle Button 
 

Under pump controls you’ll find the Lead/Lag toggle button.  This is a standard 

pushbutton.  Pressing it will change the lead pump to lag and lag pump to 

lead.  This effectively switches which pump is on for the remainder of the 

lead/lag 7-day schedule 

 

 

Pump Failure Reset 
 

Earlier in the manual I mentioned the possibility of a pump failure.  In this 

case, the system goes into lead pump failure mode and energizes the lagging 

pump.  The lagging pump will continue to be solely responsible for pushing 

the water until the lead pump is fixed.  When in Lead Pump Failure, this Pump 

Reset button will appear on both the Main Screen and the Pump Control 

Screen.  The leading trouble pump will not try to re-energize until this Pump Reset button is pressed.  In 

the event that both pumps fail, power will be provided to both pumps, as this could be an issue with the 

Flow Switch.  After pressing the Pump Reset Button, if there is still an issue and the flow switch doesn’t 

close after 9 seconds, the pump failure mode will activate again and the Pump Reset button will 

reappear.  

Disabling Pumps  
 

Disabling a pump that is malfunctioning will, in turn, energize the other 

pump and avoid triggering an alarm when the program tries to energize the 

faulty one and fails to flow water.  The program would switch the pump 

command automatically, if the pump weren’t disabled, but an alarm would 

sound as the program would determine this pump failure not to be 

expected. 

 

Disabling either pump will produce a warning message on the Main Menu. 
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Overriding Pumps 
 

Indication that the pumps are working come from a flow switch.  The flow 

switch closes when water is flowing in the system from a pump.  It is 

possible for the flow switch to get damaged or malfunction.  The program 

determines that the pumps aren’t working if it doesn’t receive this 

feedback from the flow switch.  The Override feature should be utilized 

under these circumstances to force a pump to run. 

 

The Override feature works independently of any Lead/Lag, Alarm Lockout, 

or reverse-interlocking fail-safe that is normally incorporated in the 

program.  This can be thought of as a simple HAND switch.  It is possible to 

have both pumps on at the same time.  This should be taken note of if it is not intended. 

***The Override feature should NOT be used on a regular basis for the reasons stated above*** 

Having either pump Overridden will trigger a warning on the Main Menu. 
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5) Alarm Notification 

Alarm Notification 

Alarm Buttons 
 

These buttons will appear on the screen in the event of an alarm.  There 

are a few possible alarms that could occur, including High temp alarm, low 

temp alarm, pump failure, etc.  Pressing the silence button will turn off the 

visual and audible buzzer for a pre-determined amount of time.  The 

buzzer will come back on after this silence period if the problem is not 

fixed in that time.  The alarm bell button will change colours to indicate 

the status of the alarm call.  Green means there are no alarms and these 

buttons won’t be displayed.  Yellow means there are alarms that have 

been acknowledged but are still active.  Red means there are currently 

one or more alarms that are active and have not been acknowledged. 

Pressing on this alarm bell button will bring up an alarm summary log. This alarm log displays all active 

alarms including what the alarm is, their status (ALM – Alarm, ACK – acknowledged, RTN – Return to 

normal) and a timestamp. 

In addition to these features, a red text field will appear at the top of each screen in the event of an 

alarm to warn the user as to what the alarm is.   

If your system is equipped with a BUZZER the buzzer will sound during an alarm condition. 
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6) Remote Monitoring 
If there is remote monitoring required we can connect the flex panel to the out side world in many 

different ways.   

a) We can provide simple alarm contacts that alert your security system in the event of a problem. 

b) We can connect the controller to a LAN network and send emails out 

c) We can connect an remote computer locally in the building or remotely anywhere in the world. 

d) The control system HMI can be made available to IPADS, PC’s, Smartphones ect… 

Please contact Gabriel Industries for more information. 

Gabriel Industries Inc. 

780-702-7558 

office@gabrielindustries.ca 

7) OTHER CONTROL OPTIONS 
We can do just about any type of control with the Flexeter panel.  That’s what puts the FLEX in Flexeter.  

Here is a list of thing we have done.  Most of the time we will need to provide additional hardware to 

accomplish more but we always use the same main controller. 

- Snowmelt systems 

- MUA/RTU and Thermostat remote control 

- Tank Level controls (Perfect for cooling tower return tanks) 

- High Temp Loop Hydronic temperature controls 

- All types of interlocking 

- Efficiency management (Scheduling, warm weather shutdowns etc…) 

- Stand alone and Modbus building automation 

- Process automation 

- And More. 
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